RSD EOS Consolidation Services
Migrate your Output Management Solutions using RSD Proven Methodology

Why consider
a consolidation
project?
For all major organizations,
back-office business applications
continue to produce a remarkable
amount of information that must
be properly managed and safely
distributed to users. Companies
need to harness the full value
of their information to remain
competitive, keep costs down,
and reduce risks associated with
information management.
THE CHALLENGE:
the proliferation of
output management.
THE GOAL:
the consolidation of
look-alike products.

What are the benefits of a migration project?
Consolidation brings multiple benefits for a company and its IT organization;
Cost Reduction: as you reduce the number of different products,
companies reduce their maintenance costs and eliminate license
renewals of unselected products.
Training Optimization: IT teams can focus on developing expertise with
a single software product thus reducing training.
Capitalization on resources: IT department can re-assign IT admins
that were dedicated to the administration of multiple products to other
duties within the organization.
Based on our migration experiences, savings from a consolidation project can
represent up to 40% of the total budget dedicated to output management.

How are consolidation projects
implemented with RSD?
• A Dedicated Consolidation team: RSD’s successful track record is a result of
our experience and expertise to implement effective enterprise solutions.
• RSD Proven Consolidation Methodology: RSD experts have a proven
methodology to minimize risks and deliver a successful migration while
ensuring business continuity.
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RSD Successful Consolidations
RSD takes pride in understanding the particularities of
each customer’s project and in helping build the right
migration plan that suits your requirements and needs.
RSD has an impeccable track record, having successfully
migrated some of the largest worldwide companies in
the recent past from the following solutions:
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Examples of recent client migrations
RSD migrates a leading Retail Bank in Spain
Migration: From BMC Control-D
to RSD EOS

Objective: Consolidate output management tools
reducing the software licenses budget.
“The pilot project was a great success for us. EOS has enabled us to confidently
move forward with technology from a vendor that has been committed to the
IBM mainframe platform for the past 40 years, while at the same time reducing
our capital expenditure and operating costs.”
General Manager - Information Technology

RSD supports a large Financial Institution in Europe
Migration: From BETA Systems
to RSD EOS

Objective: Reduce and consolidate the number of output
management products for costs savings.
“RSD’s EOS platform was selected thanks to easier product administration, its
strong technical support expertise, and better budget control. During the Proof
of Concept, RSD was able to leverage its Migration tool for Beta, simplifying
migration and shortening the project payback period.”

How do you contact the RSD Team?
If you have consolidation plans and would like to migrate your existing output management tool(s), please contact
support@rsd.com or your local sales representative.

About RSD
Headquartered in Geneva, with offices in the US and in Asia, RSD develops and sells
enterprise-grade software solutions to help its Customers to make a change in the way
they use and manage their hybrid IT environment.
Built upon 40 years of expertise and highest standards, RSD’s offerings enable
customers to optimize IT resources in an ever more challenging and hybrid world.
Thanks to innovative solutions and a flexible license model, RSD helps companies
to reduce further their existing IT operating costs. RSD has built a strong and loyal
customer base of Fortune 2000 companies with millions of users worldwide. RSD
offerings are available around the globe – both directly and through business partners.

www.rsd.com
Please
visit www.rsd.com for more information.
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